Contact Information:
Davis Lab: 1-800-632-9131
Laura Sheppard CDT: University of Michigan Technical Consultant
Kim Jones CPA: Regional Vice President
Jim Ditta: Sales Manager
Liz Mulder: Customer Care
Stan Wilcox CDT: Removable Department Manager
Randy Jones CDT: Fixed Department Manager
Art Hohendorf CDT: Fixed Technical Consultant
Doug Fazzini CDT: Removable / Implant Technical Consultant

Items below are not included in the University of Michigan Shelf Pricing but will include an 8% discount.

Removables
Bego Wironium Framework
Vitallium 2000Plus Framework
Custom Tray
Valplast Flexible Partial
Thermoflex Clasp
Thermoflex Frame
Vanish Clear Clasp
Saddle Lock Clasp
Cusil Denture
Virginia Partial
Eclipse Hypoallergenic Clear Base Denture
Flexible Flange Denture

Fixed
Wol-Ceram Crown
Procera Crown
DSz Zirconia Crown
Sinfony Crown
In-lab Custom Shade

Orthodontics / Therapy
Mouthguard
Colors, Decals, Glitter
Custom Artwork
Portrait Art
Diagnostic Resets
Adjustable P.M. Positioner™ Ultra Oral Sleep Appliance
T.A.P.® TL Standard (hook & bar/vacuum) Oral Sleep Appliance
T.A.P.® Plus (hook & bar/Brux-eze) Oral Sleep Appliance
T.A.P.® 3 TL (mini-hook & slot/vacuum) Oral Sleep Appliance
T.A.P.® 3 Plus (mini-hook & slot/Brux-eze) Oral Sleep Appliance
SomnoDent® Oral Sleep Appliance
George Gauge
Gelb/M.O.R.A. Splint
Brux-eze™ All Thermoplastic Splint
Rem-e-deze™ Thermoplastic/Hard Occlusion Splint
DSG Relaxer™
Unilateral Space Maintainers
Bilateral Space Maintainers
Nance Button Maintainer
Porter/Loop Lingual
Rapid Palatal Expander
Bonded R.P.E.
Herbst (Bonded, Banded or S.S. Crowns)
Haas Expander
Hilger’s TMA Pendulum
Distal Jet Appliance
Wilson’s 3-D Attachments
Hawley Retainers
Hawley Circumferential
QCM Retainer
Modified Super Spring Aligner
Triplex Corrector Series
Invisible Vacuum Retainer
Dual Laminate Retainer
Acrylic Habit Appliance
Schwartz
Sagittal
Fan Screw Expander
Bionator
Clark Twin Blocks (fee added to U/L appliances)